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Is your organization ready for the Third Age of 

Open Data? 

Having been through several technology adoption 

cycles during my career I've developed a three-

part typology to represent organizational 

adoption of open data systems and processes2: 

Open Data 1.0 

This is the initial stage when a government entity, 

stimulated by desire to improve operational 

transparency and citizen engagement, begins to 

put data files online via a centralized website 

catalog providing basic downloading and data 

visualization tools. 

Initially data content is driven by availability and 

the IT department is assigned primary management responsibility. Such efforts may be 

characterized by extended negotiations and educational sessions with different departments 

that need instruction -- and convincing – that making "their data" easily available to the public 

is to their advantage. 

Open Data 2.0 

Many organizations have already entered the above stage and are going into this stage which 

is characterized by a more integrated approach to open data program management: 

                                                             

1 Copyright © 2015 by Dennis D. McDonald, Ph.D. Dennis is a management consultant based in Alexandria, 
Virginia. His experience includes consulting company ownership and management, database publishing and data 
transformation, managing the integration of large systems, corporate technology strategy, social media adoption, 
statistical research, and IT cost analysis. Clients have included the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency, the National Academy of Engineering, and the National Library of Medicine. He 
has worked as a project manager, analyst, and researcher throughout the U.S. and in Europe, Egypt, and China. His 
web site is located at www.ddmcd.com and his email address is ddmcd@yahoo.com. On Twitter he is @ddmcd 

2 For an extended definition of the term “open” as used here see The Open Definition, a project of Open Knowledge.  

http://www.balefireglobal.com/program-management/
http://www.ddmcd.com/
https://mail.google.com/mail/?view=cm&fs=1&tf=1&to=ddmcd@yahoo.com
https://twitter.com/ddmcd
http://opendefinition.org/
https://okfn.org/
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 Data on a central portal are now updated on a regular basis. 

 Data files whether accessed via a central catalog or via program specific pages are 

accompanied by information that helps the user understand the context as well as 

meaning of the data. 

 Standards for data and metadata are more consistently developed, adopted, used, and 

shared. 

 Tools such as API’s and detailed technical documentation are developed and 

supported for machine to machine data transfer. 

 Program features are planned and managed in a consistent fashion to align with the 

goals and objectives of the parent organization. 

Open Data 3.0 

At stage 3.0 open data programs as such disappear and are absorbed into the day-to-day 

workings of the sponsoring organization: 

 Data are viewed by program executives as a key resource to be managed in how the 

program interacts with all its stakeholders. 

 Internal and external user groups interact directly with the data managed by program 

systems. 

 The term “open data” disappears as “open” is viewed as the norm and special 

exceptions are made for "closed data" that take into account for privacy, security, and 

competitive concerns. 

Discussion 

The above is clearly an oversimplification. Organizations differ significantly in terms of size, 

structure, program complexity, and the degree to which data are recognized as an important 

resource to be managed. Throughout these different stages answers to these key questions 

help drive the role that open data play in the operation of the organization: 

1. What data are open? 

2. To whom are data open? 

3. To what extent can -- and should -- the use of open data be controlled? 

The last question gives many people pause. One of the most basic definitions of “open data” is 

that how open data are used is not controlled and people can use it as they see fit without 

restriction. For information system and government program traditionalists such freedom and 

flexibility may take some getting used to. Government programs and information systems 
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have traditionally been designed to perform a specific set of purposes against which their 

performance is measured, then along comes this thing called "open data" where the idea that 

a key resource and output of government programs shouldn't have any restrictions as to how, 

where, or by whom it should be used. 

The question of control needs to be considered as we move through the different stages of open data. 

As I noted in Is Making the CFPB’s Consumer Complaint Database More “Open” Good Or Bad? there are 

parallels between open data program development and social media adoption by major corporations. 

With social media adoption a hurdle was getting over that, once customer engagement becomes more 

open via social media and networking technologies, both "good" and "bad" customer experiences can 

be shared more openly. 

When it comes to government programs, how we define "control" and “control by whom," 

need to be examined. Making data about government operations and services more open and 

transparent does have the potential for putting more control in the hands of constituents since 

the potential for increased accountability and direct feedback are increased. 

Which is the stronger motivator for openness: a desire to make a program more transparent? 

Or a desire to make a program more effective? 

While the two have so far been closely linked, I believe the latter – program effectiveness -- 

will ultimately win out and will eventually pave the way for Open Data 3.0. Because of this my 

advice to anyone contemplating an open data program is to start not with what data are 

available but with what programs are trying to accomplish, then work on how open data can 

contribute to the success of those programs. 

Related reading: 

 7 Predictions for "Open Data" in 2015 

 Compendium: My Guest Posts for the BaleFire Global Open Data Blog 

 Don’t Just Make Data Open, Make Open Data Useful! 

 Getting Real About “Open Data” Part II 

 Government Performance Measurement and DATA Act Implementation Need to be Coordinated 

 Knowing An Organization’s Data Management Maturity Helps Promote 

Effective Open Data Program Planning 

 Looking Beyond Open Data Availability to Managing Open Data Value 

 Management Needs Data Literacy To Run Open Data Programs 

 Observations and Questions about Open Data Program Governance 

 On Defining the "Maturity" of Open Data Programs 

 Open Data and Performance Measurement: Two Sides of the Same Coin 

 Possible Pitfalls in Comparing Performance Measures Across Programs 

 The Importance of Audience Research to Open Data Program Success 

http://www.ddmcd.com/cfpb.html
http://www.ddmcd.com/managing-technology/7-predictions-for-open-data-in-2015.html
http://www.ddmcd.com/managing-technology/compendium-my-guest-posts-for-the-balefire-global-open-data.html
http://www.ddmcd.com/managing-technology/dont-just-make-data-open-make-open-data-useful.html
http://www.ddmcd.com/managing-technology/getting-real-about-open-data-part-ii.html
http://www.ddmcd.com/managing-technology/government-performance-measurement-and-data-act-implementati.html
http://www.ddmcd.com/managing-technology/knowing-an-organizations-data-management-maturity-helps-prom.html
http://www.ddmcd.com/managing-technology/knowing-an-organizations-data-management-maturity-helps-prom.html
http://www.ddmcd.com/managing-technology/looking-beyond-open-data-availability-to-managing-open-data.html
http://www.ddmcd.com/managing-technology/management-needs-data-literacy-to-run-open-data-programs.html
http://www.ddmcd.com/managing-technology/observations-and-questions-about-open-data-program-governanc.html
http://www.ddmcd.com/managing-technology/on-defining-the-maturity-of-open-data-programs.html
http://www.ddmcd.com/managing-technology/open-data-and-performance-measurement-two-sides-of-the-same.html
http://www.ddmcd.com/managing-technology/possible-pitfalls-in-comparing-performance-measures-across-p.html
http://www.ddmcd.com/managing-technology/the-importance-of-audience-research-to-open-data-program-suc.html

